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CESVA Lab 
DATASHEET 

Software for downloading, displaying, editing and reporting data from SC420 

DESCRIPTION 

The  SC420 sound level meter measures a lot of func-
tions for very long periods of time and also records 
audio files automatically.  

The best way to approach the analysis of all these 
functions together with the qualitative information pro-
vided by the audio files is to use the CESVA Lab soft-
ware application .  

CESVA Lab is cost free and gives you a simple way  
to download all the information from the SC420 by 
simply removing the microSD card and post-process it. 
It also allows you configuring the SC420 from the PC.  

Moreover, it provides an intuitive and user-friendly in-
terface which allows numerically and graphically   
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display of all the measurement information on the 
screen in several synchronized panels (spectrum and 
time history graphs and 3D spectrograms) and listen 
to the audio files for each sound event.  

To navigate through the information, CESVA Lab has 
an audio and mark browser and a very powerful zoom  
and pan tool for finding the desired section and then 
automatically generate a PDF report.  

If what you want is to recalculate a section, simply se-
lect it, add it to a layer and simply calculate. Different 
layers, containing  several sections,  can be calculated 
simultaneously. Each layer is calculated and saved in 
a separate file. 

 Cost free software available at www.cesva.com 

 Direct and fast download of records from the mi-
croSD card of the SC420 

 SC420 configuration from PC  

 Simultaneous numerical and graphical display 
(tables and graphs) using synchronized panels  

FEATURES 

 Playback of audio files in sync with the display of 
sound level functions  

 Automatic report generation in PDF format  

 Direct copy to Excel of measurement sections  

 Editing and re-calculation of sound level functions of 
layers with multiple measurement sections 
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CESVA Lab allows simultaneous numerical and graphical dis-
play of all functions in synchronized panels (you can resize, 
minimize or maximize them) for all modes: Sound Level Meter 
[S], dosimeter [D], octave band analyser [O], one-third octave 
band analyser [T], reverberation time by 1/1 and 1/3 
(interrupted noise and impulse response methods) [C, c, I and 
i] and FFT narrowband frequency analyser [F].  

From the time base browser in the options ribbon, you can 
access to the final results (t) or the time history (T or 125 ms). 
Just below the plot of the entire measurement is always avail-
able.  

CESVA Lab offers a powerful display zoom and pan tool and 
fine adjustment of the cursor for instant access to the desired 
point. Being all panels synchronized, they show the infor-
mation relevant to this moment. Even changing the time base, 
the time cursor position is maintained allowing an easy inspec-
tion of the noise event.  

Also in the option ribbon, there is a mark and sound file brows-
er that allows access to sections marked with the sound level 
meter during the measurement and to sections associated 
with sound files. Simply placing the cursor over a section with 
audio files and clicking the playback icon, you can listen and 
evaluate subjectively the measured sound event. By clicking 
the icon ‘next sound file’, you will quickly advance to the next 
section with audio information available. 

DOWNLOAD and CONFIGURE: 

CESVA Lab 
MAIN FEATURES 

The first thing to do with CESVA Lab is downloading to the PC 
the measurement registers, audio files and voice comments  
from the SC420 sound level meter.  

The best way to do this is by removing the microSD card from 
the sound level meter, inserting it into your PC and transferring 
files directly with CESVA Lab; optionally data can be down-
loaded from the meter through the USB cable.  

The downloaded registers are saved into .CDF (database) 
or .CSV (Character Separated Values, Excel compatible) files.  

CESVA Lab program also allows configuration of all SC420 
settings from the PC: Measurement automatism parameters, 
time base to be recorded (t, T or 125ms), power mode, Blue-
tooth

®
 wireless communication, etc. 

Software for downloading, displaying, editing and 
reporting data from SC420 

VIEW and LISTEN: 
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The perfect complement to a visualization software is a power-
ful and simple tool for editing and recalculation.  

With CESVA Lab you can edit the time histories of the follow-
ing modes: Sound level meter [S], dosimeter [D], octave band 
analyser [O] and one-third octave band analyser [T]. You will 
be able to recalculate a specific section, remove unwanted 
sections or even incorporating multiple measurement sections 
to different calculation layers.  

When editing a file, a lateral option ribbon will appear. Just  
select the section you want to edit with the help of the fine ad-
justment for the start and end of the selection and add it or 
delete it from the current layer.  

Create as much as layers you want, add or delete the intervals 
you consider to each layer and finally click the ‘save and cal-
culate’ icon. CESVA Lab will calculate the final results and 
create a new .CDF file for each layer. To obtain the results just 
display the obtained files [t time base] . 

EDIT and RE-CALCULATE 

EXPORT and REPORT:  

CESVA Lab 
MAIN FEATURES AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

CESVA Lab allows you to copy any table or chart of the 
screen to the clipboard so that it can be pasted into any word 
processor. Moreover, by simply pressing a button, it immedi-
ately creates a PDF report with all the information personal-
ized with your own annotations.  

If you prefer to work with spreadsheets, select in CESVA Lab 
the measurement section you want to work with, copy the se-
lection and paste it into your spreadsheet. CESVA Lab always 
exports using the same format, that allows you to create your 
own templates for calculating and reporting. 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 (32 or 64 bits) 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

1,7 GHz minimum processor speed  
2 GB  minimum RAM 
Microsoft .NET framework 4.5 

LANGUAGE 

English, Spanish, Catalan, French and Portuguese 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Microsoft .NET framework 4.0 
MicroSD card reader or USB port  
Sound Card and speakers 

Software for downloading, displaying, editing and 
reporting data from SC420 
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CESVA Lab 
SCREENSHOTS  

Sound level meter mode [S] 

VIEWING MEASUREMENT MODES 

1/1 octave band spectrum analyser mode [O] 

1/3 octave band spectrum analyser mode [T] Occupational noise mode [D] 

Reverberation time mode [C,c, I and i] FFT narrowband frequency analyser mode [F] 

Software for downloading, displaying, editing and 
reporting data from SC420 
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CESVA Lab 
OPTIONAL APPLICATIONS* 

Software for downloading, displaying, editing and 
reporting data from SC420 

APPLICATIONS* 

Acoustics is a multidisciplinary science that is present in many sectors: environmental pollution, sound insulation, 
noise at workplace, etc. CESVA Lab incorporates different applications* in the Utilities tab of the ribbon that per-
form specific calculations and operations with .CDF files. 

*These applications are not free and use a software protection dongle  

*Optional 

LDEN APPLICATION  

The LDEN application allows calculating whole-day composite 
noise rating levels and rating levels during different periods of 
one whole day. These rating levels are defined in the ISO 
1996-1 standard and are the basis of many noise laws world-
wide, including the European Directive 2002/49/EC on the as-
sessment and management of environmental noise. 

Once the daytime, evening and night periods and their corre-
sponding penalties are defined, the LDEN application calcu-
lates the following rating levels: 

 LD: daytime noise level  

 LE: evening-time noise level  

 LN: night-time noise level  

 LDN: day-night noise level.  

 LDEN o CNEL (Community Noise Equivalent Level): day-
evening-night noise level.  

TWA APPLICATION  

The application TWA allows, from a .CDF file type S (SLM) 
with information on the time base 1s, evaluating the noise ex-
posure of a worker (Average Level Lavg, Time Weighted Aver-
age TWA and noise dose D) according to standards from dif-
ferent agencies OSHA, MSHA, NIOSH, ACGIH, and DoD. 

The application also allows, choosing the CUSTOM standard, 
completely configuring the evaluation: time weighting, frequen-
cy weighting, exchange rate and criterion level. Besides three 
evaluations are performed simultaneously without threshold 
and with two different threshold levels (any noise below the 
threshold level will not be taken into account) 

The TWA application also allows introducing a projection time 
(true exposure time), so shorter measurements than the expo-
sure time can be done and then getting the results using the 
projected parameters. 

 


